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Fig. 2. Plan, showing truss and bay numbering.

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION
SUMMARY AND HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

PHASE 1: Two complete bays defined by three closed cruck trusses survive from the original house,
with firm evidence for one or more additional bays. Unusually, it is set gable-on to the street. Axial joists
in bay I probably relate to a ceiled inner room, partitioned on the ground floor. Bay II was probably the
open hall with bay III (demolished) for service. The house is well-constructed, but with plain
undecorated carpentry. This phase has given a felling date range of 1447-54.

PHASE 2: About 30 years later, a narrow two-storey jettied parlour was added at the street end; this is
well-finished, with close-studding to both the gable and side elevations. Surprisingly, it seems not to
have had any direct access from the street. Two timbers of this phase have a felling date range of 1474–
1505.

LATER PHASES: The axial beam of the inserted hall floor has a felling date range of 1546-76. At this
period, or possibly earlier, a smoke-hood was inserted against truss T3. Most of the exterior walling was
replaced in brick, probably in the nineteenth century, and, more recently, the walls have been lined
internally. The demolition of bay III cannot be dated.

STRUCTURAL FEATURES

PHASE 1: The three cruck trusses are similar in form, though only T2 is fully visible. The blades are
halved, with a slight even curve, and measure about 7in across and 14in deep. It has an A-apex (yoke),
supporting a diagonally-set ridge, with halved collar, slender spurs and tiebeam. The staggered purlins
are supported by the packing pieces and the heavy curved windbraces (3in thick) also spring from them.
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The spurs project over the cruck studs and the latter are set in V-housings in the faces of the cruck blades.
Apart from these studs, only the mid-rails survive of the outer walls.

Fig. 3. Section of truss T2.

Carpenters marks in the form of long cuts identify the truss numbering (1-3, corresponding to that used in
this report); the north side numbers are differentiated by an additional slash. The trusses also carry level
marks. On the fair face (east) of T2, the blades are chamfered, although the collar is plain; T1 is treated
similarly. Over the collar, the infill is supported by three staves (concealed below). The wall-plates have
splayed and bridled scarfs (Fig. 4), placed unsymmetrically; on the north side they are west of T2 and T3,
but the surviving scarf on the south side is east of T2. Many original rafters survive in bay II, including
one with a Y-forked end, retaining some bark. Traces only of soot-blackening remain after recent
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cleaning. Conclusive evidence for the original existence of bay III comes from the scarf inside T3 (north
side), and the stubs of the windbraces extending to the east. The west face of T1 is weathered, confirming
that it was originally the end truss. A partly visible series of irregular axial joists lodged on the tiebeams
of T1 and T2 (6-7in wide at 18in centres) are probably original; a transverse beam provides intermediate
support. This has a central mortice, probably for an axial partition (since removed). The original stair
position cannot be identified, though the joists and trimmers around the present stair are not recent. No
other direct evidence of the plan remains, but the position of the later smoke hood is consistent with a
former cross-passage in bay III. In truss T3 at ground level, a chamfered post with jowled head behind
the smoke hood appears to be the post of a door giving access to bay III.

Fig. 4. End elevation (phase 2). Inset: Phase 1 wallplate scarf.

PHASE 2: In the later fifteenth century (1474–1505), a box-framed half-bay (bay IV) was added at the
street end beyond bay I. It is jettied at first floor level and close-studded on the front and side walls, with
short straight corner braces (Fig. 4). The positions of the ground and first floor windows can be identified
from gaps in the pegging sequence and the peg positions for the window sills. Surprisingly, the pegging
also indicates that it did not originally have a street-side door. Internally, the joists have small chamfers.
A trimmed opening may indicate the position of a stair (though the trimmer itself seems later than the
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joists); there is no trace of an early opening through T1. The ground floor of bay IV has been given a
later fireplace.

LATER PHASES: The inserted ceiling in bay II is carried on an axial beam (felling date range of 1546-
76), chamfered with pyramid stops; it has a mortice for a support post against the smoke-hood beam. The
joists (5in wide at 19in centres) have chamfers and small cut-stops. A smoke hood was inserted against
T3, probably at the same date. This is carried on a full-width beam, although the hood itself occupies the
southern half of the bay (constructed with vertical and raking studs). The northern half of this beam
carries a bracket and mortices for staves, indicating the presence of a partition (about 6 ft long).

DENDROCHRONOLOGY
For dendrochronology abbreviations see page facing Introduction.

Sampling Comments: 16 samples were obtained, through coring (1, 4, 10, 12, 13, 16), in-situ
measurement (5) and as slices (remainder) by Robert Howard on 20 Dec 1985. Dating was funded by
Nottinghamshire County Council.

TREE-RING SAMPLE RECORD AND SUMMARY OF DATING

Sample Total Sapwood FMR LHR LMR Date
Code Sample Location Rings Rings Date Date Date Cat
NOS-C01 Cruck blade 2 (11), East side 70 11 1371 1429 1440 1
NOS-C02 Purlin into lost bay, NW corner 53 21 1390 1421 1442 1
NOS-C03 Windbrace into lost bay, NW corner 76 14 1354 1415 1429 1
NOS-C04 Cruck blade 3 tag (111-), West side 77 22 1367 1421 1443 1
NOS-C05 Bridging beam, N-S in north bay 123 15 1423 1531 1545 4b
NOS-C06 Purlin, East side of middle bay 51 16 1392 1426 1442 1
NOS-C07 Purlin into lost bay, NE corner 69 — 1374 — 1442 1
NOS-C08 Windbrace, west side of north bay 59 — 1356 — 1414 1
NOS-C09 Purlin, west side of north bay 67 — — — — —
NOS-C10 Cruck blade 2 tag (11-), West side 97 11 1344 1429 1440 1
NOS-C11 Collar of front gable (extension) 58 12 1409 (1454) 1466 —
NOS-C12 Cruck blade at southwest corner 82 15 1347 1413 1428 1
NOS-C13 Cruck blade at southeast corner 87 22 1349 1413 1435 1
NOS-C14 Purlin to east side of extension 52 07 1422 (1466) 1473 —
NOS-C15 Purlin to west side of middle bay 54 — 1376 — 1429 1
NOS-C16 Post west side of north bay 34 NM — — — — —

Average last heartwood ring 1431
Site sequences (composed of samples 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13, 15) with 100 rings dated 1344–1443
with t-values of 7.5(E.MID), 5.8(MC10).
Estimated 95% felling date range: 1444-1476 (previously 1444–1469) (VA 17, 52). OxCal refined felling
date range: 1447-54.

Timbers 11 and 14 come from the Phase 2 extension. They match with the first sequence, but were
treated separately as a sequence with 64 rings, dated 1409-1473 (t = 5.9, LOUMSQ02) and average LHR
1460; 95% felling date range: 1474–1505 (previously 1474-1498 ). Thus, the extension is about thirty
years later than the cruck phase.

Timber 5 is of a third phase. It does not match with the main site sequence, but can be dated to 1423-
1545 with t-values of 6.0 (DARSEQ07), 4.9 (WORSEQ02). Estimated 95% felling date range: 1546-
1576 (previously 1545–1574).


